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Tmk 1: Design of SDM System Architecture and Demonstration System Qsl--j
Task Status

1.

2.

3.

A general SDMS architecture was developed around a previously implemented
methodology. Information flow path, transmission forma~ and transmission media was
outlined and defined.

Project Focus and Demonstration System Deftition: The project degradation focus was
established by utilizing relevant Nuclear Plant Aging Program data to define which
mechanisms have the greatest application to tomorrow’s nuclear platforms.

Analytical Development With the selection of test components and degradation modes
to be-studied, current methods for detection, identification, and quantification of
component physical condition and operational readiness are being cataloged.

Next Quarter Activities

1. Finalize the degree of diagnostic processing to be done at each level of the information
hierarchy. Decide on the COTS packages for GUI display and finalize all device
protocols. Speci& and procure necessary software and hardware.

2. The experimental apparatus, its configuration and instrumentation, will be selected to
allow test components and chosen degradation mechanisms to be fully exercised,
measured, and analyzed.

3. Commence the development of the analytical methods and algorithms that will provide
the diagnostic and prognostic processing to enable full condition based operations and
maintenance.

Issues/Concerns – None

Task 2: Wireless Communication: RF Tags and Sensors

Task Status

1. A conceptual design was formulated based upon a previously developed, active RF tag
platform. The tag platform can accommodate a suite of external sensors, has a bi-
directional RF communication link and external outputs for actuators. An onboard
microcontroller allows for performing sensor preprocessing and low-level control. The
wireless tag platforms would allow for data and control flow to and from upper
controllers in addition to an autonomous network between the tag platforms themselves.
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useful in reducing the rate of increase in tubes affected by IGA/SCC
in some plants; however, other plants using the same measures have
continued to experience IGA/SCC.

The present strategy for mitigating IGA/SCC is based on the
assumption that crack initiation and propagation rates depend on
pH and the electrochemical potential (ECP). Laboratory data, using
static autoclaves, show that IGA/SCC crack growth rates reach a
minimum at pH’s between 5 and 9 under electrochemically reducing
conditions. Some plants are injecting Na and Cl ions into the
feedwater to adjust the crevice pH. There are several uncertainties
in this approach. Since measurements of crevice chemistry and
electrochemical potential (ECP) cannot be made in an operating
steam generator, estimates are made using computer codes based on
hypothesized processes believed to occur in crevices. Moreover,
laboratory IGA/SCC data were obtained in static autoclaves using
simulated crevice solutions. The IGA/SCC mechanism may be
different under heat flux conditions, during which steam is being
generated. Crevice chemistries are complex and pH may not be the
important factor or the only important factor.

The objective of this program is to develop an understanding
of the corrosion accelerating mechanisms, particularly IGA/SCC, in
steam generator crevices. The important variables will be
identified, including the relationship between bulk water chemistry
and corrosion accelerating chemistries in a crevice. The approach
will use an instrumented heated crevice, which is a replica of a PWR
steam generator tube/TSP crevice. With the system operating at
simulated steam generator thermal conditions, measurements can
be made of the chemical, electrochemical, and thermal conditions in
the crevice. Damage to the tube due to IGA/SCC and other
corrosion processes will be monitored using electrochemical noise.

Task 1: Modification of Heated Crevice for SCC and Electrochemical
Noise Measurements.

1. Task Status.

The construction of the heated crevice with the capabilities of
performing SCC measurements and measuring electrochemical noise
has been completed. A schematic of the apparatus is shown in
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Figure 1. The crevice is formed by a section of Alloy 600 steam
generator tubing inserted into an alloy 600 ring. The dimensions of
the crevice are typical of a tube/tube support plate crevice in a
nuclear steam generator. A cartridge heater inside the tube
maintains a molten salt mixture inside the tube at primary water
temperature. The tube assembly is contained in an Alloy 718
autoclave, which has external heaters to supply sufficient heat flux
to heat the water to the steam generator secondary water
temperature, 280”C. The tube, autoclave, and ring are electrically
isolated from each other and are mechanically independent. This
allows electrochemical measurements to be made and the easy
removal of the tube for analysis and for replacement after a test.
The tube can be pressurized to 2700 psi.
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Schematic of the heated crevice.



The
crevice
through

system is instrumented to monitor
and the IGA/SCC processes in the
ports in the side of the autoclave

the chemistry in the
tube. Probes are inserted
into the crevice to

evaluate the chemistry, A Ag/AgCl reference electrode monitors the
electrochemical potential in the crevice. One port contains a Pt
reference electrode, which extend into the crevice. A third port has
a capillary for extracting the crevice solution for chemical analysis.
There are several vacant ports for other sensors as they are
developed. A Ag/AgCl and a Pt reference electrode are also inserted
into the bulk solution for monitoring the freespan electrochemical
potential. The bulk solution can also be extracted through a
capillary for chemical analysis. Electrochemical noise produced by
IGA/SCC is monitored by a Gamary ESA 400.

A photograph of the interior of the autoclave with the bottom
removed is shown in Figure 2. The six holes
for the input and output of the water circuit
sensors into the bulk water. The connectors
seventeen ports for inserting probes into the
surrounding the outside of the autoclave.

visible in the top are
and for the insertion of
attached to the
crevice can be seen

Figure 2. Photograph of the interior of the autoclave with the
bottom removed.
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Figure 3 is a photograph of the assembled heated crevice
apparatus. Ports, which contain the probes, surrounding the center
of the autoclave are clearly visible. The tubing emerging from the
top of the autoclave connect to the water circuit, which is shown in
the background. Also visible in the background is the stainless steel
feedwater tank. Both once through and circulating modes of
operation are possible.

Figure 3. Photograph of the assembled heated crevice with the
cater circuit in the background.

The system is currently is being “burned in”. The plan is to
make it operational within two weeks.

2. Issues/Concerns.
None



Task 2: Evaluation of Electrochemical Noise

1. Task Status.
The hardware and software for electrochemical noise analysis

(ENA) have been tested successfully for a simple corroding system at
room temperature. The current and potential noise have been
collected and analyzed using the ENA statistical parameters. This
has provided a system validation of the instrumentation and
methodology to be used in the heated crevice work.

We are continuing to take baseline measurements using a static
autoclave system. These investigations are being performed in a
caustic environment using C-rings cut from Alloy 600 steam
generator tubing. Our work on EPRI programs has shown that the
conditions which we are using will produce rapid SCC crack growth
rates in the C-rings. This type of analysis has the advantage that
SCC can be turned off or on by changing the electrochemical
potential.

Our initial work using the heated crevice will use feedwater
having NaOH. Under heat flux conditions, this feedwater chemistry
will produce a concentrated caustic solution in the crevice like that
in the static autocalve. The structure and intensity of the noise
spectra from the static autoclave measurements will provide a
reference for determining the time of initiation of SCC and for
determining the crack propagation rate in the heated crevice work.

2. Issues/concerns
None


